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 Steve Chaplin modified by S.Nocilla

Part 1 the door knob
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Creating the Door and Wooden Parts

Step 1

Open a new document 400 by 800 px, create a new layer and fill it with the colour set below.

Set the background colour with the following settings.
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Step 2

Go to filter menu select Noise>Add Noise see settings below. Once the Noise filter is applied go to filter 
Noise>Add Noise and set the following:

After the noise filter is applied go to filter Render>Clouds after go to Edit>Fade clouds and set to 25%. Once 
this is complete go to filter Blur>Motion Blur and set as follows:
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Go to filter Distort>Wave and set as follows:

Door Frame Step 3

Create a fixed selection 300 by 700 px and set the selection in the centre of the image. Convert the selection 
(Select>Inverse or Shift+CTRL+I) than go to edit Copy and edit Paste this will create a frame of the same 
texture on a new layer.
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Select the burn tool, set the midtones to 50%, size 70px and hardness 0% than got to FX and set as follows:

 Drop shadow- angle 90 - distance 5 - spread 19 - size 32.

Create a fixed rectangular selection 250 by 250px and place it in the lower end centre of the main door frame 
see image below:
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Once the selection is done go to the main layer the fully textured layer Edit copy and Edit paste this will make 
a copy of that selection on a new layer. Drag the layer on top and apply a Bevel and Emboss FX.

So far you should have the following result:
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Creating the Frame Joints Step 4

Select the eraser tool and set the eraser tool to hardness 100 % brush size 2px and erase at an angle of 45 
degrees in each corner.

Naming Layers

Before going forward let us name the layers:

Background leave it as default
Layer 1 change to background door
Layer 2 change to Frame door
Layer 3 - Small frame

Glass Door 

Load the small frame layer selection (Press CTRL and click on the layers Thumbnail) place the selection on 
the top part of the door see image below
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create a new layer and name it glass. Keep the selection on and apply a linear gradient Black to White in a 
diagonal direction. Change the layer blend to Overlay.

Apply the following FX on the gardient fill:
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Once the gradient fill is done keep the selection on and click on the background door layer make sure you are 
on the background door layer and hit the delete key. This is what you should have up to now.

Now you are ready to place the door previously created.


